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Abstract— A method for computation of lower and upper
bounds for the linear quadratic cost function associated to a
class of hybrid linear systems is proposed. The optimization
problem involves state space constraints and switches between
the continuous and discrete dynamics at fixed time instances
on the boundaries of the flow and jump sets. Our approach
computes a quadratic suboptimal cost parameterized by initial
and end state variables of all time intervals. Then, the unknown
parameters are determined via solving constrained quadratic
programming problems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Optimal control for hybrid systems has been a topic of
extensive research in the past two decades. For instance, sev-
eral instances of hybrid maximum principle in the literature,
including [3] and [7], cover a rich set of problem settings.
Typically, such results extend the classical maximum princi-
ple by additional requirements on the switching manifolds.
Despite the sound theory, computational difficulties arise
even in a setting with quadratic cost functions and linear
differential equations. The latter problem has been also
independently studied in the context of switched linear and
piecewise affine systems.

Linear quadratic regulator (LQR) problems in switched
linear systems may have fixed or free switching times, and/or
fixed or free switching sequences. For instance, in [8], an
efficient numerical algorithm for the LQR problem with
predefined sequence of switchings and free switching times
is obtained by introducing a parameterization in terms of the
switching times. In the context of piecewise linear systems,
[1] suggests lower and upper bounds to the optimal cost
by formulating a semidefinite and a convex programming,
respectively.

This paper proposes a method for computing of lower and
upper bounds for linear quadratic (LQ) problems in the class
of hybrid linear systems, involving linear flows and jumps.
The time domain is defined as a subset of R≥0×N0, where
the first element refers to continuous time, and the second
ingredient is the jump index. In our definition, we allow that
multiple jumps occur at a given time instance by fixing the
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index of time. This is slightly different from definition of
hybrid time domain introduced in [5].

Our optimal control problem has fixed initial and end
points including state space constraints defined by a set
of linear inequalities, and switchings between continuous
and jump dynamics. The switchings occur on the bound-
aries of flow and jump sets at given fixed time instances.
Our methods for computing suboptimal controls exploit the
analytical solutions of continuous- and discrete-time LQR
problems with fixed initial and final times and state which
are already available in the literature, see e.g. [2], and [9].
We show that the suboptimal cost of each piece of the
trajectory can be represented by the initial and final state
variables corresponding to the associated time interval. Using
this fact, we use a parameterization technique in terms of
these variables. Then, we construct constrained quadratic
programming (QP) problems. The analytic lower bound is
computed by neglecting the inequality constraints, whereas
the upper bound is computed numerically.

Due to the lack of space, proofs of Lemma 1 and 2, and
derivation of a numerical algorithm, which computes the
upper cost bound, have been excluded and will be published
elsewhere.

II. A LINEAR QP PROBLEM WITH HYBRID DYNAMICS

Hybrid systems combine continuous and discrete dynam-
ics. In this article, we consider the class of hybrid linear
systems described by linear differential and difference equa-
tions given by

H :

{
ẋ = Ax+Bu x ∈ C,
x+ = Gx+Hv x ∈ D, (1)

where x ∈ Rn; u, v ∈ Rm; and A, G belong to Rn×n; and
B, H belong to Rn×m. Moreover, we assume that the pairs
(A,B) and (G,H) are controllable. The sets C,D ⊆ Rn are
referred to as the flow set and jump set, respectively. In this
work, we define them as:

C = ∪i∈I Ci, D = ∪i∈I Di, (2)

where I is a finite index set, and Ci , Di satisfy:
1) For each i ∈ I , Ci and Di are polyhedral sets; namely,

there exist matrices Ei, Fi and vectors ei, fi with
appropriate dimensions such that:

Ci := {x ∈ Rn : Eix+ ei ≤ 0},
Di := {x ∈ Rn : Fix+ fi ≤ 0}. (3)

2) ∪i∈I (Ci ∪Di) = Rn.



3) For each i, i′ ∈ I , the intersection between the interiors
of Ci and Di′ , between Ci and Ci′ when i 6= i′, and
between Di and Di′ when i 6= i′ are empty.

This particular form of the polyhedral sets implies that
there exist matrices Wq and vectors wq such that for each
point x in the boundaries between two polyhedral sets Ci

and Di′ with nonempty intersection the following holds

Wqx+ wq = 0 x ∈ Ci ∩Di′ , (4)

where i, i′ ∈ I and q = (i, i′).
We denote the domain of x for the hybrid system (1) by

a subset of R≥0 × N0 as:

TK := ∪K−1k=0 (Tc,k ∪ Td,k) ,

with the time intervals Tc,k and Td,k defined by

Tc,k := [tk, tk+1]× {jk}, Td,k := {tk+1} × {jk, . . . jk+1},
where we assume the time instances

0 := t0 < t1 < t2 . . . < tK =: T, (5)

the jump indices

0 := j0 < j1 < j2 . . . < jK =: J, (6)

and the number K ∈ N are given. Then, we use the notation
(t, j) for expressing any time instance, where t indicates
the flow time and j refers to the jump index. Note that the
definition of TK is different from the notion of hybrid time
domain in [5].

Although many classes of solutions can be investigated for
the hybrid system (1), we only study the particular class of
trajectories characterized in Definition 1, see Fig. 1.

Definition 1: Given inputs u and v, and the fixed indices
ik, i

′
k ∈ I such that Cik ∩Di′k

and Di′k
∩Cik+1

are nonempty
for k ∈ {0, . . . ,K − 1}, we say x : TK 7→ Rn is a desired
trajectory of system (1) if

a) x starts at a given point x0 in Ci0 , i.e.,

x0 = x(t0, j0) ∈ Ci0 = {x : Ei0x+ ei0 ≤ 0} .
b) x ends at a given point xf in Di′K−1

, i.e.,

xf = x(tK , jK) ∈ Di′K−1
=
{
x : Fi′K−1

x+ fi′K−1
≤ 0
}
.

c) For each k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,K − 1} we have
c1) x(t, jk)∈Cik={x:Eikx+eik ≤ 0} ∀t ∈ [tk, tk+1],
c2) (t, jk) 7→ x(t, jk) is continuously differentiable for

all t ∈ (tk, tk+1),
c3) d

dtx(t, jk) = Ax(t, jk)+Bu(t, jk) ∀t ∈ (tk, tk+1).

d) For each k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,K − 1}, and (tk+1, j) ∈ Td,k

such that (tk+1, j + 1) ∈ Td,k, we have
d1) x(tk+1, j) ∈ Di′k

= {x : Fi′k
x+ fi′k ≤ 0},

d2) x(tk+1, j + 1) = Gx(tk+1, j) +Hv(tk+1, j).
e) For each (tk+1, jk) with k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,K − 1}, and

(tk+1, jk+1) with k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,K − 2}, we have
e1) x(tk+1, jk) ∈ Cik ∩Di′k

,
e2) x(tk+1, jk+1) ∈ Di′k

∩ Cik+1
. �

Then, recalling item e) in Definition 1 and equation
(4), with some abuse of notation, there exist matrices
Wq1 , . . . ,Wq2K−1

and vectors wq1 , . . . , wq2K−1
such that the

following relationships hold

Wq2k+1
x+ wq′2k+1

= 0, x ∈ Cik ∩Di′k
, (7)

Wq2k+2
x+ wq′2k+2

= 0, x ∈ Di′k
∩ Cik+1

. (8)

Now, interpreting x as x(t, jk), u as u(t, jk), xj as
x(tk+1, j), and vj as v(tk+1, j) for a given k, we define
the LQ problem for the hybrid system (1) as follows:

Problem 1: Given Qc ≥ 0, Rc > 0, Qd ≥ 0, Rd > 0,
K ∈ N, time instances as in (5), jump indices as in (6), and
the symmetric matrices Sc(tk+1, jk) ≥ 0, Sd(tk+1, jk+1) ≥
0 for each k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,K−1}, find controls u and v such
that x(t, j) with (t, j) ∈ TK is a desired trajectory for the
hybrid system (1), and the following optimization problem
is solved:

minimize J =

K−1∑
k=0

(Jc,k + Jd,k) , (9)

subject to

 H defined by (1),
x(t0, j0) = x0,
x(tK , jK) = xf ,

where

Jc,k = 1
2 x(tk+1, jk)> Sc(tk+1, jk) x(tk+1, jk)+

+ 1
2

∫ tk+1

tk

[x> Qc x+ u> Rcu] dt, (10)

Jd,k = 1
2 x (tk+1, jk+1)

>
Sd(tk+1, jk+1) x(tk+1, jk+1)+

+ 1
2

jk+1−1∑
j=jk

[x>j Qd xj + v>j Rd vj ]. (11)

In this problem setting, Jc,k and Jd,k are the cost associated
to the time intervals Tc,k and Td,k for k ∈ {0, . . . ,K − 1},
respectively. The symmetric matrices Sc(tk+1, jk) with k ∈
{0, . . . ,K−1}, and Sd(tk+1, jk+1) with k ∈ {0, . . . ,K−2}
are used to specify the costs on the boundaries of the flow
and jump sets, and Sd(tK , jK) is used to specify the cost
value at the terminal point x(tK , jK) = xf .

III. SOLUTION APPROACH AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Due to the state space constraints and hybrid nature of
system (1), solving Problem 1 is challenging. Consequently,
we instead determine controls u and v which provide sub-
optimal solutions for the cost function (9). The approach we
follow for finding these controls is first to consider the LQR
problems associated to each hybrid time interval parame-
terized by their initial and end states. For these problems,
we introduce analytical suboptimal controls by neglecting
the inequality constraints arising from the description of the
polyhedral sets in (3). We further show that the closed-loop
system can be written in affine form with respect to unknown
parameters. Later, introducing static optimization problems,
we compute the parameters and hence derive suboptimal
solutions to Problem 1.



Ci0

Di′
0

Ci1
CiK−1Di′K−2

Di′K−1

x0 := x(t0, j0)

x1 := x(t1, j0) x2 := x(t1, j1)

x2K−2 := x(tK−1, jK−1)
x2K−1 := x(tK, jK−1) x f := x(tK, jK)

Fig. 1. Pictorial description of a desired hybrid trajectory

A. Suboptimal solutions for flow intervals
Consider a piece of a desired trajectory that evolves on

the flow set Cik within the interval Tc,k for some k ∈
{0, . . . ,K − 1}. Recalling the principle of optimality, given
the initial and end conditions in Tc,k, the control u which
solves Problem 1 must also minimize the cost function Jc,k

associated to this time interval. On the other hand, if we
assume the initial state x2k := x(tk, jk) and final state
x2k+1 := x(tk+1, jk) as parameters, then finding the control
u that solves the following optimization problem, which
considers item c) of Definition 1 as a constraint for a given
k ∈ {1, . . . ,K − 1}, is motivated by Problem 1:

minimize Jc,k (12)

subject to


ẋ = Ax+Bu,

x(tk, jk) = x2k,

x(tk+1, jk) = x2k+1,

Eikx+ eik ≤ 0.

Here, we formally need the convention x0 = x0 to allow k
taking the value 0.

Given Sc(tk+1, jk) ≥ 0, Qc ≥ 0, and Rc > 0, a lower
bound for this problem can be given in analytical form
by neglecting the inequality constraint in (12) and only
considering the initial and end point constraint problem. This
solution can be written as (see [2], pp.224)

u = −(Kc −R−1c B>VcP
−1
c V >c )x

−R−1c B>VcP
−1
c x2k+1, (13)

where

−Ṡc = A>Sc + ScA− ScBR
−1
c B>Sc +Qc,

Kc = R−1c B>Sc,

−V̇c = (A−BKc)
>Vc,

Ṗc = V >c BR
−1
c B>Vc, (14)

for (t, jk) ∈ Tc,k, and with the boundary conditions
Vc(tk+1, jk) = I , Pc(tk+1, jk) = 0, and given Sc(tk+1, jk).
In (14), the auxiliary variable Vc ∈ Rn×n is a “modified state
transition matrix” for the adjoint of the time varying closed-
loop system, and −Pc(t, jk) ∈ Rn×n is a sort of weighted
reachability Gramian. If |Pc(t, jk)| = 0 for all (t, jk) ∈ Tc,k,
the problem is abnormal and no solution exists. For this rea-
son, we assume Pc is nonsingular within these time intervals.

Note that if Qc = 0, non-singularity of Pc is implied by con-
trollability of the pair (A,B), see [2]. Moreover, the variables
θc,k := θc(t, jk) = −Pc(t, jk)−1 [Vc(t, jk)> x − x2k+1]
are constant in the interval Tc,k and the costate parameters
λc(t, jk) are given by λc(t, jk) = Sc(t, jk) x+Vc(t, jk) θc,k.
Then, referring to (13) the relationship between the costate
and the control is given by u = −R−1c B>λc(t, jk). Note
that in (14), the first Riccati equation for Sc, as well as the
differential equations for Vc and Pc, are solved backwards
in time up to (tk, jk), within any time interval Tc,k, see [2].

Now, the suboptimal value of the cost function Jc,k with
the state-feedback control given by (13) can be analytically
computed as stated in Lemma 1.

Lemma 1: The lower bound for the optimal value of the
cost function Jc,k in problem (12) with the controls (13) is
given by

Jl∗
c,k = 1

2 x>2k Sc(tk, jk)x2k − 1
2

[
Vc(tk, jk)> x2k−x2k+1

]>
× Pc(tk, jk)−1 [Vc(tk, jk)> x2k − x2k+1].

(15)
see also ([9], Problem 1 in pp.165). �

Now, with the control (13), the resulting closed-loop
system turns to be a linear time varying system given by

ẋ = Mc(t, jk) x+Nc(t, jk) x2k+1, (16)

with

Mc(t, jk) = A−BR−1c B>
(
Sc(t, jk)

− Vc(t, jk) Pc(t, jk)−1 Vc(t, jk)>
)
,

Nc(t, jk) = −BR−1c B>Vc(t, jk) Pc(t, jk)−1.

As a consequence, the solution of (16) is affine with respect
to x2k and x2k+1:

x(t, jk) = Mc(t, tk, jk) x2k + Nc(t, jk) x2k+1, (17)

where Mc(t, tk, jk) ∈ Rn×n and Nc(t, jk) ∈ Rn×n are

Ṁc(t, tk, jk) = Mc(t, jk) Mc(t, tk, jk), Mc(τ, τ, jk) = I,

Nc(t, jk) =

∫ t

tk

Mc(t, τ, jk) Nc(τ, jk) dτ. (18)

The function Mc represents the state-transition matrix. The
computation of Mc(t, tk, jk) can be achived by solving the
corresponding differential equation forward in time.



B. Suboptimal solutions for jumps
Consider a piece of a desired trajectory which evolves

on the jump set Di′k
and satisfies item d) in Definition 1

corresponding to the interval Td,k. Then, the optimal control
v which solves Problem 1 must minimize the cost function
Jd,k in (10) associated to this time interval. On the other
hand, if we consider the initial state x2k+1 := x(tk+1, jk)
and final state x2k+2 := x(tk+1, jk+1) as parameters, then
finding a control v that minimizes the cost Jd,k in the
following problem for a given k = {1, . . . ,K − 1}, is
required in Problem 1:

minimize Jd,k

subject to


x+ = Gx+Hv,

x(tk+1, jk) = x2k+1,

x(tk+1, jk+1) = x2k+2,

Fi′k
x+ fi′k ≤ 0.

(19)

Here, we need the formal convention x2K = xf to allow k
taking value K − 1.

Neglecting the inequality constraint in (19), the problem
statement (19) will be again a standard discrete LQR problem
with initial and final states as parameters. Its solution is
known and available analytically (see [2], pp. 250). For
simplicity of the notations, we denote

Sd,j = Sd(tk+1, j), Pd,j = Pd(tk+1, j), Vd,j = Vd(tk+1, j).

Then, given Sd(tk+1, jk+1) ≥ 0, Qd ≥ 0, and Rd > 0 the
suboptimal control reads

vj = −Kj x+Kv
j Vd,j+1 P

−1
d,j [V >d,j xj − x2k+2], (20)

where

Kj = (H> Sd,j+1 H +Rd)−1 H> Sd,j+1 G,

Sd,j = G> Sd,j+1 (G−HKj) +Qd,

Vd,j = (G−H Kj)
>Vd,j+1,

Pd,j = Pd,j+1−V >d,j+1H (H> Sd,j+1H+Rd)−1H> Vd,j+1,

Kv
j = (H> Sd,j+1 H +Rd)−1 H>, (21)

and the boundary conditions Pd(tk+1, jk+1) = Pd,jk+1
=

0, Vd(tk+1, jk+1) = Vd,jk+1
= I , and Sd,jk+1

=
Sd(tk+1, jk+1) hold. Note that Sd(tk+1, jk+1) according to
the assumption of Problem 1 is given. In (20), the auxiliary
variables Vd,j ∈ Rn×n are the “modified state transition
matrices” for the adjoint of the time varying closed-loop
system, and −Pd,j ∈ Rn×n is a sort of weighted reachability
Gramian, see [2]. The problem has a solution if and only
if |Pd(tk+1, jk)| 6= 0. Thus, it is natural to assume that
non-singularity of Pd holds within these time intervals.
Notice if Qd = 0 the controllability of (G,H) suffices
for non-singularity of Pd, see [2]. If for some jk < j ≤
jk+1, |Pd,j | = 0, then the control (20) need to be modified
to vj = −Kj xj +Kv

j Vd,j+1 P
−1
d,jk

[V >d,jk x2k+1 − x2k+2].
Moreover, in this form of solutions the co-state parameters
λd(tk, j) are given in the form of λd,j = Sd,j xj +Vd,j θd,j

where the variables θd,k := θd,j = −P−1d,j [V >d,j xj − x2k+2]
are constant in each discrete interval Td,k. Then, referring to
(20), the relationship between the co-state and the control is
given by vj = −R−1d G> λd,j . Similarly to the continuous
evolution, the first Riccati equation for Sd, as well as
the difference equations for Vd and Pd in (21) are solved
backwards in time up to (tk+1, jk) within any interval Td,k.
Now, the suboptimal value of the cost Jd,k with the state-
feedback control given by (19) can be given in analytical
form as stated in Lemma 2.

Lemma 2: The lower bound for the optimal value of the
cost Jd,k in problem (19) with the control (20) equals

Jl∗
d,k = 1

2 x>2k+1 Sd(tk+1, jk) x2k+1

− 1
2 [Vd(tk+1, jk)> x2k+1 − x2k+2]>Pd(tk+1, jk)−1

× [Vd(tk+1, jk)> x2k+1 − x2k+2]. (22)

�
Notice that the closed-loop system with the affine control

defined in (20) is again described by a linear time-varying
difference equation:

xj+1 = Md(tk+1, j) xj +Nd(tk+1, j) x2k+2, (23)

with the coefficients

Md(tk+1, j) = G−H Kv
j (Sd,j+1 G− Vd,j+1 P

−1
d,j V >d,j),

Nd(tk+1, j) = −H Kv
j Vd,j+1 P

−1
d,j .

The solution to (23) is an affine function in x2k+1 and x2k+2:

xj = Md(tk+1, j) x2k+1 + Nd(tk+1, j) x2k+2, (24)

where the coefficients are given by

Md(tk+1, j) =

j−jk∏
r=0

Md(tk+1, j − r), Md(tk+1, jk) = I,

Nd(tk+1, j) =

j−1∑
r=jk

j−r−1∏
p=1

Md(tk+1, j − p) Nd(tk+1, r),

and Nd(tk+1, jk) = 0. This fact will be utilized in the next
section for imposing the inequality constraints for deriving
a desired trajectory.

IV. A CONSTRAINED QP PROBLEM FOR HYBRID SYSTEM

Having discussed the analytical suboptimal solutions to
optimal control problems separately for the flow and jump
dynamics, in this section we consider them jointly for
establishing a link to Problem 1. From the elaborations
in the previous two subsections, we know that neglecting
the inequality constraints of the polyhedral sets, the sub-
optimal cost in each hybrid time interval can be parametrized
quadratically by parameters x2k and x2k+1 given by (15), or
x2k+1 and x2k+2 given by (22) for k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,K − 1}.
Hence, the overall suboptimal cost equals

J̄ =

K−1∑
k=0

(
Jl∗
c,k + Jl∗

d,k

)
=

1

2
X>PX +QX +R, (25)



where X := [x>1 ,x
>
2 , . . . ,x

>
2K−1]>, includes all unknown

parameters, and P = [Pij ] ∈ R(2K−1)n×(2K−1)n is a
symmetric matrix of the form

P =


P11 P12 0 . . . 0
P21 P22 P23 . . . 0

0 P32
. . . . . .

...
...

...
. . . P2K−2,2K−2 P2K−2,2K−1

0 0 . . . P2K−1,2K−2 P2K−1,2K−1


with the symmetric matrix elements

Pkk =



−Pc(tk−1, jk−1)−1 + Sd(tk, jk−1)−
−Vd(tk, jk−1)Pd(tk, jk−1)−1 Vd(tk, jk−1)>, k odd,

−Pd(tk, jk−1)−1 + Sc(tk, jk)−
−Vc(tk, jk)Pc(tk, jk)−1 Vc(tk, jk)>, k even,

and matrices

Pk,k+1 = P>k+1,k =

{
Vd(tk, jk−1) Pd(tk, jk−1)−1, k odd,
Vc(tk, jk) Pc(tk, jk)−1, k even.

The element QX + R in the cost (25) appears when k = 0
and k = K are considered. The row vector Q ∈ R(2K−1)n

is given by

Q =[x>0 Vc(t0, j0)Pc(t0, j0)−1, 0, · · · ,
0, x>f Vd(tK , jK−1)Pd(tK , jK−1)−1],

and R is the scalar

R = 1
2 x
>
0 Sc(t0, j0) x0 − 1

2 x
>
0 Vc(t0, j0) Pc(t0, j0)−1

× Vc(t0, j0)> x0 − 1
2 x
>
f Pd(tK , jK−1)−1 xf .

Now, the cost defined by (25) is parameterized by the
decision variable X . Note that since Jl∗

c,k+Jl∗
d,k > 0 for each

k ∈ {1, . . . ,K−1}, we have that 1
2X
>PX+QX+R > 0.

In particular, when x0 = 0 and xf = 0, we have that
1
2X
>PX > 0 for all X 6= 0. This implies that P > 0.

A. Lower bound for optimal control problem

Now, we aim to determine the unknown parameters
x1, . . . ,x2K−1 in a way that a lower bound for the optimal
cost of Problem 1 is computed. To this end, we consider
the (7) and (8) as constraints for the minimization of the
cost (25). Thus, we define a static optimization problem as
follows:

minimize J̄ = 1
2X
>PX +QX +R

subject to CX + R = 0, (26)

where matrices C and vector R are given by

C = diag
(
[Wq1 ,Wq2 , . . . ,Wq2K−1

]
)
,

R =
[
w>q1 , w

>
q2 , . . . , w

>
q2K−1

]>
. (27)

As P > 0, problem (26) always has a minimum. It turns out
that the optimal value of X for this problem equals

X∗l =−P−1
[
Q>−C>(CP−1C>)−1(CP−1Q>−R)

]
. (28)

Hence the optimal cost J̄∗l of problem (26) is given by

J̄∗l = 1
2

[
Q+ (QP−1C> −R>)(CP−1C>)−1C

]
×
[
Q> −C>(CP−1C>)−1(CP−1Q> −R)

]
+R. (29)

Notice that J̄∗l is indeed the optimal cost for Problem 1 when
the inequality constraints given in problems (12) and (19) for
k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, are neglected. Thus, we have J̄∗l ≤ J∗.
B. Upper bound solution

Now, we aim to determine u, and v such that the solution
of the hybrid system (1) becomes a desired trajectory and an
upper bound for Problem 1 is derived. To this end, we con-
sider the inequality constraints given in problems (12) and
(19) for minimization of the cost (25) in order to ensure that
all criteria (a-f) in Definition 1 are fulfilled. Notice (17) and
(24) indicate that the closed-loop has an affine representation
with respect to the decision variables x1, . . . ,x2K−1. Now,
we replace x(t, jk) from (17) into inequality constraints (12),
that is, Eik x(t, jk) + eik ≤ 0 for all time (t, jk) ∈ Tc,k,
and x(tk+1, j) from (24) into the inequality constraint given
in (19), namely Fi′k

x(tk+1, j) + fi′k ≤ 0 for all (tk+1, j) ∈
Td,k. Thus, for each k ∈ {0, . . . ,K − 1}, these inequalities
can be represented in matrix form

Xc(t, j) =


[Ei0Nc(t, j0), 0, . . . , 0] ∀(t, j) ∈ Tc,0,

[0, . . . , EikMc(t, tk, jk), EikNc(t, jk), . . . , 0]
k ≥ 1, ∀(t, j) ∈ Tc,k,

Yc(t, j) =


[x>0 Mc(t, t0, j0)>E>i0+ e>i0 , 0, . . . , 0]>

∀(t, j) ∈ Tc,0,

[0, . . . e>ik , . . . , 0]> k ≥ 1, ∀(t, j) ∈ Tc,k,

Xd(t, j) =


[0, . . . , Fi′k

Md(tk, j), Fi′k
Nd(tk, j), 0, . . . , 0]

k ≤ K− 2, ∀(t, j) ∈ Td,k,

[0, . . . , 0, Fi′K−1
Md(tK−1, j)]∀(t, j) ∈ Td,K−1,

Yd(t, j) =


[0, . . . , f>i′k

, . . . , 0]> k ≤ K−2, ∀(t, j) ∈ Td,k,

[0, . . . , 0, x>f Nd(tK , j)
>F>i′K−1

+ f>i′K−1
]>

∀(t, j) ∈ Td,K−1.

Now, considering these inequality constraints in the
minimization of the cost (25), we define the following static
optimization problem for all k ∈ {0, . . . ,K − 1}:
minimize J̄ = 1

2X
>PX +QX +R (30)

subject to

{
Xc(t, j)X + Yc(t, j) ≤ 0 ∀(t, j) ∈ Tc,k,

Xd(t, j)X + Yd(t, j)≤ 0 ∀(t, j) ∈ Td,k.

Problem (30) consists of a quadratic cost and a set of in-
finitely many affine inequality constraints defining a standard
quadratic program (QP). It is well known that if P is positive
definite the entire problem is convex and the global minimum
exists if the problem is feasible. Quadratic problems are well
understood and plenty of established numerical algorithms
are available, including interior point methods, active set,
dual problem and gradient projection method, etc; see [4].

The optimal value of the cost in problem (30) denoted
by J̄∗u, indeed provides an upper bound for the optimal cost



J∗ in Problem 1. The reason is that the trajectory which
results from controls u defined by (13), and v as (20), which
use the solution of problem (30), satisfies all conditions of
a particular (not optimized) desired trajectory specified by
Definition 1. However, J̄∗u = J∗ does not necessarily hold
since the controls u and v on equations (13) and (20) are
initially computed by neglecting the inequalities given on
(12) and (19). Thus, they are not necessarily optimal in the
sense of Problem 1.

Using the above arguments and computations, if the opti-
mization problem (30) is feasible, then the optimal cost J∗

defined in Problem 1 is bounded by

J̄∗l ≤ J∗ ≤ J̄∗u, (31)

where J∗l is given by expression (29) and J∗u is the optimal
value of the cost in problem (30).

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Example 1: Consider the hybrid linear system,

H :


ẋ =

[
−1 1
2 −3

]
x+

[
1 1
2 1

]
u, x ∈ C,

x+ =

[
.7 .5
0 .8

]
x+

[
.125 .5
.5 .2

]
v, x ∈ D,

where sets C and D are specified by

C = {x ∈ R2 : 2x1 − x2 ≤ 0}, D = R2\C.
The corresponding performance indices are defined by

Jc,k = 1
2

∫ tk+1

tk

(
x>
[

2 0
0 2

]
x+ u>

[
1 0
0 1

]
u

)
dt,

Jd,k =
1

2

jk+1−1∑
j=jk

x>j

[
2 1
1 1

]
xj + v>j

[
1 0
0 1

]
vj ,

and K = 2 is a fixed parameter, indicating that only
three switchings between the flow and jump sets must
occur. The switching time instances are fixed as (t1, j0) =
(0.3, 0), (t1, j1) = (0.3, 10), (t2, j1) = (0.6, 10), and the
fixed final time is (t2, j2) := (T, J) = (0.3, 15). Thus, the
time domain for this problem reads

TK =([0, 0.3]× {0}) ∪ ({0.3} × {1, . . . , 10})
∪ ([0.3, .6]× {10}) ∪ ({0.6} × {10, . . . , 15}).

The fixed initial and final states are given by x0 = [3 9]> ∈
C and xf = [3 − 1]> ∈ D, respectively. Hereof, the cost
value associated to the switching modes and to the terminal
point are zero. Two trajectories computed via our algorithm
are depicted in Fig. 2. The flow is represented by the solid
lines, and the jump evolution by small circles. The top
picture refers to a solution obtained by lower bound controls.
One can observe that inequality constraints captured by the
flow and jump sets are violated. Note that this trajectory
principally does not belong to solutions of this system since a
trajectory of the hybrid system can not jump within the set C.
While in the bottom picture the solution of the upper bound
control is a desired trajectory. The parameters x1,x2,x3
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Fig. 2. (Top:) A trajectory resulting from the closed-loop system with lower
bound control and relaxed state space constraints, (Bottom:) Solutions to the
hybrid system with upper bound control.

for the lower bound problem defined in Section IV-A are
computed to be x1 = [0.34 0.68]>, x2 = [0.60 1.20]>,
and x3 = [0.60 1.20]>, incidentally, with two latter vari-
ables being identical. The parameters for the upper bound
problem defined in Section IV-B are computed to be x1 =
[0.666 1.332]>, x2 = [0.002 .004]>, and x3 = [0.003 0.005]>.
For this problem the following upper and lower bounds for
J∗ is computed: 61.50 ≤ J∗ ≤ 63.09.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This article provides a method to compute lower and upper
bounds for the fixed initial and end states LQR problem for a
class of hybrid linear systems. The lower bound is computed
analytically by neglecting the inequality constraints imposed
by the flow and jump sets, whereas the upper bound is deter-
mined via solving a constrained QP problem with infinitely
many inequality constraints. If the solution to the closed-loop
system using the lower bound control and relaxed state space
constraints is also a desired trajectory for the hybrid system,
then it is also optimal. Otherwise, the lower bound can only
be used for the estimation of the optimal cost function. On
the other hand, if the QP problem for finding the upper bound
is feasible then the closed-loop system always generates a
desired trajectory. The gap between the two bounds depends
on the initial state, final state, and switching time constraints.
Our approach can be readily extended to the problems where
restrictions in inputs are also included.
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